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Research Objective
The objective of this research is to propose and develop a consistent, 
repeatable, and subjective process using weighted criteria to make 
technology investment decisions.
Research Questions
 Can appropriate technology investment decision criteria be identified?
 How can technology investment decision criteria be quantified?
 Can statistical analysis through multi-criteria decision-making methods be 
used to accurately develop weighted decision criteria?
 Can the technology investment decision-making process be made more 
objective, consistent, and repeatable?
Research Objective and Questions
Research Issue
Current approaches to identifying, evaluating, and selecting emerging 
technologies for investment of limited resources can be inconsistent and based 
largely on subjective assessments and unstructured decision-making processes.
To ensure that technology investment decisions are properly aligned to 
organizational goals and objectives, decision-makers require a structured and 







 Decision criteria identified and weighted using MCDM methods.
 Subject Matter Expert judgment critical to criteria weighting.
 Decision criteria should clearly differentiate decision alternatives.
 Acceptance Threshold for any alternative should be established.
 Risk tolerance impacts the decision-making process.
Conclusions
 MCDM model satisfied research objectives & answered research questions. 
 MCDM produces a consistent, subjective, and repeatable process for 
technology investment decision-making.
 Future research should focus on methods to measure return on investment 
attributed to applying MCDM methods.
